Love requires flexible thinking about what unique style, humor, caring, and love with my understanding of others as a human being, regardless of their negative consequences for themselves.

"Love in nursing" was understood as the characteristics of a nurse who loves her patients and her profession. It is not listed in studies.

Excluding love from humanistic care may threaten the identity of the nursing profession and weaken the valuable features that distinguish nursing from other disciplines.

Love exists in the encounters between people and creates a relationship, new and unknown aspects of the person's identity are manifested. Love - A particular expression of agape, namely, the suppressing of one's own needs and love is the great concept in human care and modern nursing.

Love reduces the separation between people and connects them. Love is moral responsibility. Love is the highest concept in human care, is a natural human characteristic.

Amo Ergo Sum—I love, therefore, I am. Emotional synchrony becomes an outward expression of caring, and as a manifestation of healing-caring-moment, the rhythm of fusion, attunement, and effervescence contribute to caring, and as a manifestation of healing.

Love is a combination of nursing care and respect for others. Love is a combination of love and the care provided is based on interest, respect, mutual understanding and accountability.

Suffering develops a human being's ontological awareness. Following the suffering human being to the well of strength is to help them understand what love is.

In the spirit of human beings, love and suffering are understood in relation to each other. The relationship created between nurse and patient is based on love and the care provided is based on interest, respect, mutual understanding and accountability.

Agape refers to an impartial self-giving for the sake of the other. Caritas is the Latin word for love, in parallel to the Greek agape. Caring is the combination of love and respect for others.

Eros is the source of vitality, liveliness and passion. Suffering develops a human being's ontological awareness. The foundation of nursing is caring and the caring feature is love.

The relationship created between nurse and patient is based on love and the care provided is based on interest, respect, mutual understanding and accountability.

The characteristics of a nurse who loves her patients and her profession are not listed in studies.